
Holiday mood setting in across markets

The price climbs in the Nordic energy 
market continued last week. Through-
out the course of the week, the weather 
forecasts became uniform in predict-
ing an impending change to warm, dry 
weather characterised by high pres-
sure in the Nordic region. This caused 
prices to climb, not least in the short-
term contracts in the market, but a rare 
week without any price jumps in the 
coal, gas and carbon markets placed a 
slight dampener on the upside. When 
the market closed on Monday, the Q4-
21 contract had climbed to EUR 48.75/
MWh, while the YR-22 contract has 
now climbed to EUR 33.00/MWh. 

As the summer holidays are about to 
set in, we must remember that only a 
small number of transactions could be 
crucial to movements in the market. 
This increases the uncertainty, but we 
believe that increasing prices are most 
likely across the markets. The deter-
mining factor will be whether or not the 
weather forecasts that are promising 
warm, dry weather for the second half 
of July come true, or whether we will 
experience a shift to wetter forecasts.
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Trading activity is declining across the markets and, over the coming weeks, fluctuations will be based on relatively 
few transactions compared to normal. 

Here and now Pressure mounting on hydro-balance

The hydrological situation in the Nordic 
region has deteriorated further in the 
last couple of weeks. The weather 
forecasts now indicate high pressure 
for the coming weeks, with precipitation 
volumes well below normal for the time 
of year expected. The hydro-balance 
deficit is expected to have grown to no 
less than 19 TWh by the end of July, 
according to the PointCarbon analysis 
bureau, which would make it the largest 
hydrological deficit experienced in the 
Nordic region for more than two years. 
The inflow of water to the reservoirs 
is low, while there are also prospects 
of several weeks of high levels of 

consumption, not least because 
Nordic wind power production is also 
expected to be very limited during the 
period of high-pressure weather, and 
also because electricity is still being 
exported to the south of the continent 
via transmission cables. Everything 
is therefore indicating that we are 
heading for several weeks of extremely 
high Nordic spot prices. The average 
Nordic system price for the next two 
weeks is expected to be in the region of 
EUR 56/MWh. However, the extremely 
high EPADs in Denmark and Southern 
Sweden do look set to fall slightly.

Forward Wk 27 (EUR/MWh) Wk 28 (EUR/MWh) Expectation (w 29)

ENOMAUG-21 46.48 53.60 ↗

ENOQ4-21 45.80 48.75 ↗

ENOYR-22 32.00 33.00 ↗

SYHELYR-22 9.65 9.15 →

SYOSLYR-22 7.40 7.40 →



Precipitation: The weather fore-
casts indicate that high pres-
sure is on the way, which would 
also mean lower precipitation 
volumes in the Nordic region 
over the coming weeks. The hy-
dro-balance deficit is expected 
to grow as we head towards the 
end of July. 

Production and spot: The average 
Nordic system price was approx-
imately EUR 57/MWh in week 
27, making it the most expen-
sive week so far this year. Wind 
power production is expected to 
fall in the coming week, when the 
weather situation is expected to 
be dominated by high pressure. 

Following a few weeks of price 
climbs, the Finnish YR-22 EPAD 
fell last week. It is now down to 
EUR 9.15/MWh. The Norwegian 
NO1 EPAD for YR-22 remains at 
a price of EUR 7.40/MWh. 
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Markets characterised by low levels of trading activity

Trading activity typically declines across international energy markets in July, 
and this year is no exception. The trading volumes in the electricity, fuel and 
carbon markets have dropped in the last couple of weeks, in line with the market 
players starting to take their summer holidays. This also means that fluctuations 
in the market are taking place on the basis of relatively few transactions. Market 
activity is expected to return to normal again when we reach the second half of 
August.
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Nord Stream 2 ready next month

Nord Stream 2, the much-discussed gas line between Russia and Germany which 
runs through the North Sea, is expected to be completed in August. This was an-
nounced in the German media last week by the project director. The connection 
will subsequently undergo testing over a period spanning 2-3 months, before the 
line is expected to be put into service at the end of the year. Even though the 
connection now looks set to be completed, there is still uncertainty related to the 
project, which has faced resistance both internally within the EU and from the 
US, as it is accused of endorsing the Russian war against Ukraine.


